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Treatment Objectives
(Include Rationale and Methods for each objective)
Goal 1: KM will correctly select pictures of minimal
pair words after a request with 80% accuracy
independently.
Method 1: The clinicians and KM will play “Go
Fish” with the minimal pair picture cards. For each
matching set that is found, the player will receive a
token/chip. The clinicians will ask each other for
cards to model correct and incorrect production
before they take their turns.

Method 2: The clinicians and KM will play a game
of bingo during which she will have to identify
minimal pairs starting with /k/ and /t/ in order to
place a chip on the correct picture
Rationale: According to Crowe & McLeod (2020),
the average age of acquisition of /k/ and /t/ is
3;0-3;11.
https://doi.org/10.1044/2020_AJSLP-19-00168

Data/Results
Goal 1;1: minimal pairs - /k, t/
- cone/tone
- can/tan
- tape/cape
- tea/key
- tap/cap
- cop/top
- car/tar
- cool/tool
- kite/tight
- kale/tail
- taught/caught
- tote/coat
- cub/tub
Goal 1;2: minimal pairs - /k, t/
- Tall/Call
- Tub/Cub
- Tool/Cool
- Tote/Coat
- Tea/Key
- Tap/Cap
- Table/Cable
- Top/Cop
- Torn/Corn
- Taught/Caught
- Tan/Can
- Tape/Cape

Goal 2: KM will correctly produce the /k/ sound with Goal 2: /k/ production
80% accuracy given moderate verbal placement cues
- Monkey
and modeling.
- Donkey
- Bank
- Stinky
- Funky

Method: The clinicians will play a game, such as pop
the pig, connect 4 or granny’s candies, with KM and
before each turn she will be asked to produce a word
from a picture card.
Rationale: According to Crowe & McLeod (2020),
the average age of acquisition of /k/ is 3;0-3;11.
https://doi.org/10.1044/2020_AJSLP-19-00168

-

Chunky
Sprinkle
Wrinkle
Sinking
Thinking
Drinking

